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Numerous studies are currently focusing on the modelling of humans and their
behavior  in  3D  environments.  The  CINEMA  project  has  similar  goals  but
differentiates itself by aiming at enhanced interactions, the creation of mixed
reality,  and the creation of interactive and reactive acoustical environments.
Part of the project consists in gesture recognition of a user,  who is given the
real-time control of auralization and audio spatialization processes.  
The CINEMA project   is  a collaborative effort  between  teams at   four  Belgian universities.  The
project   foresees  the development  of a   real­time system that   includes  3D user  and environment











The V   ideo A   nalysis E   ngine   
The major goal of the video part of the system is to identify simple human gestures. As real time
operation  is  a  compulsory requirement  for any  interactive system, we committed to   the use of
simple tools  to achieve gesture recognition.  Therefore our algorithm  detects motion  based on a
known algorithm for background extraction, combined with a skin detection algorithm to isolate the
head and the hands. To increase the robustness of the system, we tested several motion detection







the middle of  the region with motion.  The final  system is  capable  of  recognizing  simple hand
positions (both hands raised above the head, both hands on the same side of the body  etc),  and
sending appropriate instructions to the audio subsystem (see Figure 1). 
The A   udio S   ub   system    
To build a realistic and immersive world, we have implemented a sound spatialization system. This
audio system is able to synthesize localized sound sources, which means that we can decide on the





































Figure 1: Intermediate result that shows the extraction of skinned regions (hands in green, and head in red)
further used to control the audio sub-system. 
